This document describes additions to ISO/IEC 10646 that the Unicode Consortium would like to see integrated in the standard. The items in this category are considered mature enough for inclusion in the standard. We recommend all of the following be targeted for a future edition or amendment.

1. Newa
The Unicode Consortium requests the addition of the following three characters:

(a) U+11460 NEWA SIGN JIHVAMULIYA and U+11461 NEWA SIGN UPADHMANIYA, with glyphs and properties as documented in L2/17-369r

(b) U+1145A NEWA DOUBLE COMMA, with glyph and properties as documented in L2/17-440.

2. Dives Akuru
The Unicode Consortium requests the addition of 72 characters with a new block Dives Akuru that extends from U+11900..U+1195F, with properties and glyphs as in L2/18-016r.

3. Sharada
The Unicode Consortium requests the addition of two characters:
U+111CE SHARADA VOWEL SIGN PRISHTHAMATRA E, with properties and glyph as proposed in L2/17-214r and U+111CF SHARADA SIGN INVERTED CANDRABINDU, with properties and glyph as proposed in L2/17-428.

4. Enclosed Alphanumeric Supplement
The Unicode Consortium requests the addition of the following four characters, with glyphs and properties as documented in L2/17-242r:

U+1F10D CIRCLED ZERO WITH SLASH
U+1F16D CIRCLED CC
U+1F16E CIRCLED C WITH OVERLAID BACKSLASH
U+1F16F CIRCLED HUMAN FIGURE

5. Miscellaneous Symbols and Arrows
The Unicode Consortium requests the addition of the following two characters, with glyphs and properties as documented in L2/17-242r:

U+2B74 CIRCLED COUNTERCLOCKWISE ARROW
U+2B75 CIRCLED DOLLAR SIGN WITH OVERLAID BACKSLASH
6. CJK Symbols and Punctuation
The Unicode Consortium requests the addition of the following 16 variation sequences, based on document L2/17-436r:

```
# Corner-justified form and centered form variation sequences
3001 FE00; corner-justified form;  # IDEOGRAPHIC COMMA
3001 FE01; centered form;  # IDEOGRAPHIC COMMA
3002 FE00; corner-justified form;  # IDEOGRAPHIC FULL STOP
3002 FE01; centered form;  # IDEOGRAPHIC FULL STOP
FF01 FE06; corner-justified form;  # FULLWIDTH EXCLAMATION MARK
FF01 FE07; centered form;  # FULLWIDTH EXCLAMATION MARK
FF00 FE06; corner-justified form;  # FULLWIDTH COMMA
FF00 FE07; centered form;  # FULLWIDTH COMMA
FF0E FE00; corner-justified form;  # FULLWIDTH FULL STOP
FF0E FE01; centered form;  # FULLWIDTH FULL STOP
FF1A FE06; corner-justified form;  # FULLWIDTH COLON
FF1A FE07; centered form;  # FULLWIDTH COLON
FF1B FE06; corner-justified form;  # FULLWIDTH SEMICOLON
FF1B FE07; centered form;  # FULLWIDTH SEMICOLON
FF1F FE00; corner-justified form;  # FULLWIDTH QUESTION MARK
FF1F FE01; centered form;  # FULLWIDTH QUESTION MARK
```

7. Enclosed CJK Letters and Months
The Unicode Consortium requests reserving the code point U+32FF for the new Japanese era name, as requested by the Japanese National Body in SC2 N4577.